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Membrane-type metamaterials have shown a fantastic capacity for manipulating acoustic waves in

the low frequency range. They have the advantages of simple geometry, light weight, and active

tunability. In general, these membrane-type metamaterials contain a rigid frame support, leading to

a fixed configuration. However, in some instances, flexible and reconfigurable devices may be

desirable. A soft membrane-type acoustic metamaterial that is highly flexible and controllable is

designed here. Different from the previously designed membrane-type metamaterials, the stiff sup-

porting frame is removed and the stiff mass at the center of each unit cell is replaced by the soft

mass, realized by bonding fine metallic particles in the central region. In contrast to the previous

studies, the propagation of elastic transverse waves in such a soft metamaterial is investigated by

employing the plane wave expansion method. Both the Bragg scattering bandgaps and locally reso-

nant bandgaps are found to coexist in the soft metamaterial. The influences of structural parameters

and finite biaxial pre-stretch on the dynamic behavior of this soft metamaterial are carefully exam-

ined. It is shown that whether or not the wave propagation characteristics are sensitive to the finite

deformation does not depend on the property and pre-stretch of the membrane. In addition, a broad-

band complete bandgap and a pseudo-gap formed by the combination of two extremely adjacent

directional bandgaps are observed in the low-frequency range, and both can be controlled by the

finite pre-stretch. Published by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5015979

I. INTRODUCTION

Phononic crystals (PCs) are artificial periodic compo-

sites, generally composed of a host medium with a periodic

array of elastic scatterings. In recent decades, they have

grasped a lot of attention among the scientific community

due to their unusual acoustic and elastic wave propagation

performances such as negative refraction,1,2 cloaking,3 and

bandgaps (BGs).4–6

BGs are a frequency range within which the acoustic/

elastic waves are attenuated due to the Bragg scattering (BS)

mechanism or the locally resonant (LR) mechanism. The

research of LR-PCs has shaped an emerging field known as

acoustic/elastic metamaterials,7 which are man-made materi-

als with subwavelength microstructures. Recently, membrane-

type acoustic metamaterials (MAMs) are attracting more and

more interest from both scientists and engineers.8–11 MAMs

usually consist of a stretched elastic membrane over a rigid

frame support, with stiff masses attached onto the center of

each cell.12 Compared with other types of acoustic metamate-

rials, MAMs have the advantages of simple geometry, tunabil-

ity, and light weight, among which the last one is of particular

importance for weight-critical applications, such as sound

insulation materials in aerospace and automotive engineering.

Furthermore, MAMs have shown an excellent capacity for

manipulating acoustic waves in the audible frequency range

of 100–1000 Hz,9,13 which is the most difficult region that can

be reached by the conventional design of PCs as dictated by

the mass density law.

Once fabricated, most of the PCs mentioned above are

applicable only at a fixed frequency band. To comply with

varying needs at different frequencies, active PCs with tun-

able BGs are desirable. It is well known that structures made

of soft materials, which are capable of large deformation,

can be actively tuned by controlling the external fields,

mostly because the effective stiffness and the geometrical

properties will change in response to the finite deforma-

tion.14–16 Thus, PCs made of soft materials open promising

opportunities for controlling and switching their dynamic

properties. A variety of studies on soft PCs equipped with
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real-time tunability by means of external stimuli have been

reported. Applying finite deformation to various periodic

structures, such as composite bar and layered medium, has

been done to tune BGs and other wave propagation proper-

ties.17–22 The idea of inducing local deformation without

global deformation to achieve tunable BGs was proposed by

Barnwell et al.23,24 Dramatic microstructure transformation,

as a result of elastic instability induced by large deformation

together with material heterogeneity, has been employed by

Bertoldi and co-workers to achieve remarkably tunable

hyperelastic PCs.25–28 Besides, buckling in flexible honey-

comb structures29 and wrinkling of thin stiff layers embed-

ded in a soft matrix30 were utilized to control BGs. Recently,

the surface wave BGs tuned by controlling surface winkling

patterns of soft materials were studied.31 It is noted that,

however, although instability can dramatically change the

dynamic properties of soft PCs with microstructures, the

instability itself is hard to control exactly because it is very

sensitive to material and geometric imperfections, which are

random in nature during fabrication.32 In addition to

mechanical loadings, applying other kinds of external stimuli

to achieve tunable BGs has also been proposed and studied.

Gei et al.33 investigated flexural waves propagating in a

beam-like waveguide made of soft dielectric elastomers,

which is periodically coated in pairs by compliant electrodes.

They found that the BGs could be controlled by applying

external electric voltage to the electrodes. Getz et al.34

demonstrated that the complete bandgap (CBG) in a two-

dimensional dielectric composite structure could be accu-

rately controlled by applying the external electric voltage.

More recently, the electric field was used to tune the trans-

mission properties of MAMs made of dielectric polymers.35

A magnetic field has also been applied to tune BGs, with the

advantage of no contact with the structure.36

In this paper, we design a soft MAM by removing the

stiff supporting frame in the previously designed MAMs8–13

and replacing the central rigid masses with the “soft” masses,

which are realized by bonding fine metallic particles in the

central circular region of each divided cell. Compared with

the traditional MAM, this soft MAM is highly flexible and

reconfigurable and can be easily fabricated. Moreover, it is

much slighter than the previously designed MAMs since the

heavy supporting frame is removed. The effective mass den-

sity per unit area of the soft MAM in the reference (unde-

formed) configuration could be as low as 2.2 kg/m2. Such a

light-weight property is highly desirable in weight-limited

applications, such as in aircraft and aerospace engineering.

The traditional MAMs are very attractive mainly because of

their outstanding abilities of manipulating acoustic waves in

a low frequency range. However, the present paper focuses

for the first time on the propagation of elastic transverse

waves (rather than acoustic waves) in the finitely pre-

stretched MAM by employing the plane wave expansion

method (PWEM).4 The influences of structural parameters

and biaxial pre-stretch on the wave propagation characteris-

tics are investigated numerically, and a variety of interesting

phenomena are observed. For example, the width and

location of bandgaps in the MAMs made of neo-Hookean

(NH) materials are almost independent of the deformation

when the pre-stretch is large enough. Thus, when the MAM

is used in a situation with underlying large deformation, it

can maintain a stable working performance, without the need

to be calibrated frequently.

This paper is organized as follows: Section II describes

the model of the proposed soft MAM. The equation governing

the elastic transverse waves in the soft MAM is given in Sec.

III, along with the dispersion relation that is derived by the

PWEM. Numerical examples are presented in Sec. IV to show

that the dynamic behavior of the soft MAM can be readily

controlled by the biaxial pre-stretch. The results also indicate

that the sensitivity of the BGs to the finite deformation relies

on the property of and the pre-deformation in the soft MAM.

A conclusive summary is finally provided in Sec. V.

II. MODEL OF THE TUNABLE MAM

The proposed soft density-heterogeneous MAM is

sketched in Fig. 1(a). It can be fabricated by periodically bond-

ing fine particles onto the two surfaces of a thin elastic mem-

brane with thickness H in a way that the regions with bonding

particles are squarely arrayed. The transfer printing technique,37

which has been successfully used in fabrications of flexible

electronic devices, could be an efficient way to bond the metal-

lic particles onto the membrane. Thus, each unit cell can be

divided into two subdomains A and B, among which the central

one (i.e., subdomain A or particle-bonding domain A) is homo-

geneously bonded with fine metallic particles, while the sur-

rounding one (i.e., subdomain B) remains free. In the

undeformed configuration (or the reference configuration), the

radius of subdomain A is r0, and the width of the square unit

cell is d0. The interactions among metallic particles are

assumed to be very weak and can be neglected. Furthermore,

the radius of each metal particle rP is assumed to be much

smaller than r0, so that the particles can be seen as lumped

masses, whose effect in the particle-bonding domain A can be

considered in a homogenization sense in the low frequency

range. Based on these assumptions, the in-plane stiffness of the

membrane remains homogeneous, but the mass density per unit

area of subdomain A obviously becomes different from that of

subdomain B, making the membrane density heterogeneous.

The validity of the density-heterogeneous membrane (DHM)

model will be numerically investigated in the appendix. In the

reference configuration, the mass density per unit area of subdo-

main A is approximated as q0A � 2
3
prPqP þ HqM and that of

subdomain B is q0B ¼ qMH, with qP and qM being the densities

per unit volume of the particles and the membrane, respectively.

The spatial position of the center XC of each disc A can be

expressed by the basis vectors in the reference configuration as

XC ¼ mAX þ nAY ; (1)

where AX ¼ ð d0 0 ÞT; AY ¼ ð 0 d0 ÞT, and m and n are

the integers. In this paper, the superscript “T” denotes the

transpose of a matrix.

Now, let us biaxially pre-stretch the MAM, which is

shown in Fig. 1(b). Since the in-plane stiffness is assumed to

be homogeneous (i.e., not affected by the bonded fine par-

ticles), the finite pre-deformation in the membrane is uni-

form. Meanwhile, since we assume that the metallic particles

165304-2 Zhou et al. J. Appl. Phys. 123, 165304 (2018)



have no influence on the thickness but contribute to the mass

only, the thickness of the MAM can be seen as uniform. The

displacement gradient corresponding to the pre-stretch can

then be described as F ¼ diag k1; k2; k3f g, where k1 and k2

are the principal stretches in the membrane plane along the x
and y directions, respectively, while k3 is that in the thick-

ness direction. The two in-plane principal stretches can be

different, and hence, the circular disc A in general becomes

elliptical after deformation. It should be mentioned that in

practical operations, tuning a membrane by pre-stretch with-

out non-tensile stress will be extremely difficult. If the pre-

stretch is not everywhere tensile, wrinkling may appear in

the membrane.38,39 Incorporating the instability of the mem-

brane into analysis should be very important and interesting,

which will be addressed in a future work. We denote rx and

ry as the major and minor axes of the ellipse in Fig. 1(b).

Then, in the deformed configuration (or current configura-

tion), the geometric parameters of an MAM cell are calcu-

lated as

rx ¼ k1r0; ry ¼ k2r0; dx ¼ k1d0; dy ¼ k2d0; h ¼ k3H; (2)

where h, dx, and dy are the thickness, length, and width of

the deformed MAM cell, respectively.

In the current configuration, the densities per unit area

of subdomains A and B can be calculated as

qA ¼ k�1
1 k�1

2 q0A; qB ¼ k�1
1 k�1

2 q0B; (3)

and the center point x of each ellipse can be expressed as

x ¼ max þ nay; (4)

with ax ¼ ð dx 0 ÞT and ay ¼ ð 0 dy ÞT.

The Cauchy stress tensor s induced by any finite pre-

deformation is40

s ¼ 2J�1X1bþ 2J�1X2 I1b� b2
� �

þ 2JX3I; (5)

where X1 ¼ @X=@I1, X2 ¼ @X=@I2, X3 ¼ @X=@I3, I1 ¼ tr ðcÞ,
I2 ¼ 1

2
½trðc2Þ � trðcÞ2�, I3 ¼ det½c�, J ¼ det½F�, c ¼ FFT,

b ¼ FTF, and X ¼ XðFÞ is the energy density function

defined per unit volume in the reference configuration.

For the pre-deformation described earlier, the nonzero

Cauchy stress components are

s11 ¼ 2X1J�1k2
1 þ 2J�1X2 I1k

2
1 � k4

1

� �
þ 2JX3

� �
;

s22 ¼ 2X1J�1k2
2 þ 2J�1X2 I1k

2
2 � k4

2

� �
þ 2JX3

� �
;

s33 ¼ 2X1J�1k2
3 þ 2J�1X2 I1k

2
3 � k4

3

� �
þ 2JX3

h i
:

(6)

The traction-free boundary condition on the upper or lower

surface of the membrane yields

2X1k
2
3 þ 2X2 I1k

2
3 � k4

3

� �
þ 2I3X3 ¼ 0; (7)

from which k3 can be calculated provided that the two in-

plane pre-stretches k1 and k2 are given. Then, the current

thickness h is determined. Note that since the pre-

deformation is uniform, Eq. (7) is actually valid for any

plane of x3 ¼ const:

III. PROPAGATION OF ELASTIC TRANSVERSE WAVES

A. Governing equation and plane wave expansion

We employ the classical membrane theory to approxi-

mately capture the elastic transverse waves in the pre-stretched

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the soft

MAM: (a) undeformed state and (b)

deformed state. The red subdomain A

is homogeneously bonded with fine

metallic particles.
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MAM. The equation governing the time-harmonic wave

motion in the biaxially pre-stretched membrane is

q rð Þx2u3 rð Þ þ Nxu3;11 rð Þ þ Nyu3;22 rð Þ ¼ 0; (8)

where Nx ¼ s11h and Ny ¼ s22h are the tensile forces per

unit line along the x and y axes, respectively, u3ðrÞ is the

position-dependent wave amplitude of the deflection w [i.e.,

w ¼ u3ðrÞe�ixt] of the membrane, and x is the angular

frequency.

The periodic density function qðrÞ can be expressed as

the Fourier expansion

q rð Þ ¼
X

g

q gð Þeig�r; (9)

where g is the reciprocal-lattice vector in the current configu-

ration given by41

g ¼ mb1 þ nb2; (10)

where m and n are the integers and b1 ¼ ð b11 0 ÞT and

b2 ¼ ð 0 b22 ÞT are the basis vectors of the reciprocal lattice

in the current configuration, satisfying

ai � bj ¼ 2pdij i; j ¼ 1; 2ð Þ: (11)

We thus have b11 ¼ 2p=dx and b22 ¼ 2p=dy. The Fourier

parameter qðgÞ in Eq. (9) can be written as

q gð Þ ¼
fqA þ 1� fð ÞqB ðg ¼ 0Þ
qA � qBð ÞF gð Þ ðg 6¼ 0Þ ;

�
(12)

where f ¼ pr2
0=d2

0 is the filling ratio, and FðgÞ is the oval

structural function42

F gð Þ ¼
2fJ1 ~gryð Þ

~gry
; (13)

with ~g ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
~g2

x þ ~g2
y

q
and ~gx ¼ gxk1=k2; ~gy ¼ gy.

According to the Bloch theory, the solution of Eq. (8)

can be expressed by

u3 rð Þ ¼
X

g

U3 gð Þei kþgð Þ�r; (14)

where k ¼ ð k1 k2 ÞT is the Bloch vector in the first

Brillouin zone. Substitution of Eqs. (9) and (14) into Eq. (8)

gives

x2
X

g0
U3 g0
� �

q g00 �g0
� �

� Nx k1þg001
� �2þNy k2þg002

� �2
h i

�U3 g00
� �
¼0: (15)

B. The dispersion relation xðkÞ

To solve Eq. (15), we have to truncate the infinite sum-

mation. If we choose m; n ¼ �V;…; 0;…;V, then ð2V þ 1Þ2
plane waves are used in the analysis. Therefore, Eq. (15) can

be approximated and expressed in matrix form

P� x2Mð ÞU3 ¼ 0; (16)

where

P ¼ diag P1 P2 � � � Pð2Vþ1Þ2
n o

;

Pj ¼ Nx kþ g00j

� �2

x
þNy kþ g00j

� �2

y


 �
;

Mijji 6¼j ¼ qA � qBð ÞF g00i � g0j

� �
;

Mijji¼j ¼ fqA þ 1� fð ÞqB;

U3 ¼ U3 g1ð Þ U3 g2ð Þ � � � U3 gð2Vþ1Þ2ð Þ
h i

ði; j ¼ 1; 2;…; ð2V þ 1Þ2Þ: (17)

For nontrivial solutions of Eq. (16), the determinant of its

coefficient matrix should be zero, namely,

jP� x2Mj ¼ 0; (18)

which is the dispersion equation for the elastic transverse

waves in a biaxially stretched MAM.

C. The complex dispersion relation kðxÞ

To characterize the evanescent wave modes inside BGs,

we reformulate Eq. (16) to produce an eigenvalue problem in

the form kðxÞ, so that the complex Bloch vectors for a given

frequency located in the bandgap can be calculated.

Following the idea in Refs. 41–43 to modify the traditional

PWE method, we first rewrite the Bloch vector k as

k ¼ kx; kyð Þ ¼ k cos /; sin /ð Þ: (19)

Then, the elements in the matrix P can be expressed as

Pj ¼ w 0ð Þk2 þ w 1ð Þ
j k þ w 2ð Þ

j ðj ¼ 1; 2;…; ð2V þ 1Þ2Þ; (20)

where

w 0ð Þ ¼ Nx cos 2/þ Ny sin 2/;

w 1ð Þ
j ¼ 2Nx cos / g00j

� �
x
þ 2Ny sin / g00j

� �
y
;

w 2ð Þ
j ¼ Nx g00j

� �2

x
þNy g00j

� �2

y
: (21)

The matrix P can therefore be rewritten as

P ¼ k2w 0ð ÞIþ kKþ Y; (22)

where I is the ð2V þ 1Þ2 � ð2V þ 1Þ2 identity matrix and

K¼

w 1ð Þ
1 0 � � � 0

0 w 1ð Þ
2 � � � 0

..

. ..
. . .

. ..
.

0 0 … w 1ð Þ
K

2
6666664

3
7777775
; Y¼

w 2ð Þ
1 0 � � � 0

0 w 2ð Þ
2 � � � 0

..

. ..
. . .

. ..
.

0 0 … w 2ð Þ
K

2
6666664

3
7777775
:

(23)

By substituting Eq. (22) into Eq. (16), we obtain
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k2Iþ k
1

w 0ð ÞKþ 1

w 0ð Þ Y� x2Mð Þ
 !

U3 ¼ 0: (24)

Equation (24) can be recast as

� 1

w 0ð ÞK �
1

w 0ð Þ Y�x2Mð Þ

I 0

2
4

3
5 kU3

U3

� �
¼ k

kU3

U3

� �
: (25)

Equation (25) is a linear eigenvalue problem for k. For a

given azimuth angle / of the Bloch vector and a given fre-

quency x, Eq. (25) has 2� ð2V þ 1Þ2 solutions for k. It has

been pointed out that, among these solutions, the lowest

component (with the smallest absolute value) whose real part

ReðkÞ lies inside and around the first Brillouin zone is the

most accurate one.44 Thus, in the following numerical simu-

lations, we only consider and present those results associated

with the lowest components mentioned above.

IV. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

A. Material models

For numerical demonstration, we consider two different

hyperelastic material models, i.e., the compressible extended

NH model and the extended Gent (GT) model.22,45 The latter

exhibits an obvious stiffening effect when the deformation is

large enough. The strain-energy function for the compress-

ible NH hyperelastic model is22

XN I1; I3ð Þ ¼ l
2
ðI1 � 3Þ � l ln Jð Þ þ K

2
ðI�1=2

3 � 1Þ2; (26)

where l is the shear modulus and K is the first Lam�e parame-

ter, relating to the bulk modulus by j ¼ Kþ 2l=3. The non-

zero first-order derivatives of XN with respect to I1 and I3 are

XN
1 ¼

l
2
; XN

3 ¼ �
l

2J2
þ K

2
ð1� J�1Þ: (27)

In the numerical simulations, we will call the soft MAM

made of NH hyperelastic materials as NH-MAM. From Eq.

(7), the principal stretch perpendicular to the membrane

plane is found to be

k3 ¼
Kk1k2 þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
K2k2

1k
2
2 þ 4l2 þ 4lKk2

1k
2
2

� �q
2lþ 2Kk2

1k
2
2

: (28)

The tensile forces Nx and Ny corresponding to the pre-

stretches k1 and k2 are

Nx ¼ lHk1k
�1
2 þ H �lk�1

1 k�1
2 þ Kðk1k2k

2
3 � k3Þ

h i
;

Ny ¼ lHk�1
1 k2 þ H �lk�1

1 k�1
2 þ Kðk1k2k

2
3 � k3Þ

h i
:

(29)

The strain-energy function for the extended GT hypere-

lastic model is22

XG I1; I3ð Þ ¼ � Jml
2

ln 1� I1 � 3

Jm

 �
� l ln Jð Þ

þ K
2
� l

Jm

 �
I

1=2
3 � 1

� �2

; (30)

where Jm is the dimensionless locking parameter defining the

lock-up stretch ratio. In the limit Jm !1, the above

extended GT model directly degenerates to the extended

NH model in Eq. (26). In the numerical simulations, we

will use GT-MAM to represent the MAM made of GT

hyperelastic materials.

The non-zero first-order derivatives of XG with respect

to I1 and I3 are

XG
1 ¼

Jml
6�2I1þ2Jm

; XG
3 ¼�

l
2J2
þð1�J�1Þ K

2
� l

Jm

 �
: (31)

Equation (7), which fully determines k3, becomes

Jmk2
3

3� I1 þ Jm
� 1þ ðJ2 � JÞ K

l
� 2

Jm

 �
¼ 0: (32)

The tensile forces that make the pre-stretches k1 and k2

are

Nx ¼ 2Hk3X
G
1 J�1k2

1 þ 2Hk3JXG
3 ;

Ny ¼ 2Hk3X
G
1 J�1k2

2 þ 2Hk3JXG
3 :

(33)

For the convenience of discussion, we define the dimen-

sionless structural parameter ~r and the density ratio ~q as

follows:

~r ¼ 2r0=d0; ~q ¼ q0A=q0B: (34)

B. Case of equibiaxial pre-stretch (k15k2)

Unless specifically stated, the geometrical parameters of

the MAM used in the following simulations are chosen as

H ¼ 1 mm and d0 ¼ 5 cm. The rubber digital material (A85)

with parameters shown in Table I has a weak stiffening

effect and can be described by the extended NH model.22

When we investigate the NH-MAM, the membrane is

assumed to be made of this material. For the GT-MAM,

Fluorosilicone 730 is assumed with its material constants,

also given in Table I. It is noted that Fluorosilicone 730 is

traditionally approximated as an incompressible material,48

and hence, its bulk modulus cannot be found in the literature.

However, rubber-like materials are actually slightly com-

pressible.46 We have therefore taken its bulk modulus to be

K ¼ 83:78MPa, which corresponds to a Poisson ratio

� ¼ 0:499 as reported in Ref. 46 for rubber-like materials.

The response of the membrane made of Fluorosilicone 730

under equibiaxial stretch is plotted in Fig. 2. It is observed

that the result calculated by the extended compressible GT

TABLE I. Material parameters.

Material l (MPa) K (MPa) Jm q0 (kg/m3)

Digital material (A85)22 22 1100 … 1200

Fluorosilicone 73048 0.16767 87.78a 6.28 1400

Tungsten … … … 19300

aThis value is not given in Ref. 48. It is obtained by assuming the Poisson

ratio of Fluorosilicone 730 to be 0.499, which is very common for rubber-

like materials.46
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model with K ¼ 83:78MPa is almost identical to that by the

incompressible counterpart,22 indicating that the bulk modu-

lus taken here is quite reasonable.

Let us first consider the band structure of an equibiax-

ially stretched NH-MAM. Figure 3 shows the dispersion

relation along the boundaries of the irreducible Brillouin

zone when ~r ¼ 0:21 and q̂ ¼ 25. Such a density ratio can be

achieved by bonding tungsten particles (q ¼ 19 250 kg/m3)

of radius rP � 0:71 mm onto the two surfaces of the mem-

brane (q ¼ 1200 kg/m3). Note that for ~r ¼ 0:21, the radius of

the particle-bonding region (i.e., subdomain A) is r0 ¼ 5:25

mm, more than 7 times of rP. Thus, the bonded masses can

be seen as homogeneously distributed over the bonding

region in the low frequency range. We further notice that the

density ratio depends on the ratio rP=H, implying that it can

be even larger by decreasing the thickness of the membrane.

It should also be emphasized that, although the density ratio

is as large as ~q ¼ 25 in this design, the average areal density

of the MAM in the undeformed configuration is as low as

2.2 kg/m2. In Fig. 3(a), the pre-stretch is k1 ¼ k2 ¼ 1:1,

while in Fig. 3(b), the pre-stretch is k1 ¼ k2 ¼ 1:5. Only the

first three branches are presented, and all the higher-order

ones are ignored in each case. In the calculation, we have

used ð2� 14þ 1Þ2 ¼ 841 plane waves. There can be

observed two directional BGs (DBGs), i.e., gaps G
ð1Þ
p and

G
ð2Þ
p , and one wide complete BG (CBG). Particularly, the

pass band between the two DBGs is very narrow. Thus, these

two DBGs can be combined to form a broadband directional

pseudo-gap (with a narrow pass band in it). Based on this

pseudo-gap, the MAM can be used to design pure-frequency

selectors. Such pseudo-gap has also been observed in

one- and two-dimensional LR-PCs.44,47 Let us define a per-

formance factor cPG by cPG ¼ WPG=WPB to evaluate the per-

formance of the pseudo-gap, and here, WPG and WPB are the

bandwidth of the pseudo-gap and the pass band in it, respec-

tively. The larger the performance factor cPG is the more the

pseudo-gap behaves like a true gap and the better the MAM-

based pure-frequency selector performs. When k1 ¼ 1:1, the

performance factor is found to be cPGjk1¼1:1 ¼ 82:1.

If the equibiaxial pre-stretch is enlarged to k1 ¼ 1:5, we

observe that the frequency ranges of the two DBGs and the

CBG are elevated and their widths are broadened synchro-

nously. The frequency range of the pass band between the

DBGs also goes up. It shall be noted that, although the width

of the pass band in the pseudo-gap is increased by the pre-

stretch, it still remains very narrow. Interestingly, in terms of

the performance factor, it is identical to the case of k1 ¼ 1:1,

that is, we also have cPGjk1¼1:5 ¼ 82:1 for k1 ¼ 1:5. Thus,

the combination of the two DBGs G
ð1Þ
p and G

ð2Þ
p can stably

form a pseudo-gap even if the equibiaxial pre-stretch is

changed.

In the above calculation, we have used a total of 841

plane waves. To illustrate the convergence of the PWEM,

we take the frequency at point T0 as marked in Fig. 3(b), for

example. Figure 4 displays the variation of the calculated

frequency with V, the maximum integer considered in the

plane wave expansion. It can be observed from the figure

that the PWEM converges very well. In fact, when V � 14,

FIG. 2. Responses of the membrane made of Fluorosilicone 730 under equi-

biaxial stretch calculated by the incompressible GT model and the extended

GT model with K ¼ 83:78MPa, respectively.

FIG. 3. Real band structures of the

equibiaxially stretched NH-MAM with

~r ¼ 0:21 and q̂ ¼ 25: (a) k1 ¼ 1:1 and

(b) k1 ¼ 1:5.
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the frequency is almost unaltered. Thus, by choosing

ð2� 14þ 1Þ2 ¼ 841 plane waves, a good accuracy of the

numerical solution can be achieved.

To investigate what mechanism generates the DBGs in

Fig. 3, the corresponding complex band structure calculated

from Eq. (25) is given in Fig. 5, where the dimensionless

parameter j is defined as j ¼ dk1k. According to Refs. 42

and 43, the attenuation ratio is chosen to be the smallest

ImðkÞ, with k being the eigen Bloch parameter calculated

from Eq. (25). It is seen that G
ð1Þ
p is caused by BS since the

profile of attenuation over the gap range is considerably

smooth and the real part of the dimensionless Bloch parame-

ter j over this gap range remains as a constant j ¼ p.

Although the profile of attenuation over G
ð2Þ
p is also quite

smooth, the real part of j is a changing function of x in the

gap range. Note that the Bragg condition indicates that the

structural periodicity should be multiple of the half-

wavelength of scattering waves, which means in the BS-BG,

the real part of j should be either 0 or p.49 Thus, the second

BG is generated (predominately) by the LR mechanism. It is

emphasized here that the mechanism of the bandgaps in

other cases studied later will also be analyzed by investigat-

ing their complex band structures.

The mappings of the lowest two DBGs as functions of

the dimensionless diameter ~r for the NH-MAM are shown in

Fig. 6. The density ratio is fixed as ~q ¼ 25, and the equibiax-

ial pre-stretch is set as k1 ¼ k2 ¼ 1:5. In the figure, the gray

domains represent the frequency ranges of DBGs. The label

BS or LR indicates the corresponding formation mechanism.

We observe that the frequency ranges of the DBGs lower

down when ~r increases. This phenomenon is due to the

increase in the averaged density per unit area of the MAM,

which leads to the decrease in the wave frequency of the

membrane. We also see that the pass band between the BS-

BG and the LR-BG becomes extraordinarily narrow when

~r � 0:21, and a super-wide pseudo-gap formed by the com-

bination of these two adjacent gaps arises. Therefore, when

we choose ~r ¼ 0:21 and q̂ ¼ 25, a broadband pseudo-gap

with a high performance factor can be achieved; the reader is

referred to Fig. 3(b). In addition to the existence of the

pseudo-gap, Fig. 6 also shows other interesting phenomena.

For example, the BS- or LR-BG can be switched on or off by

adjusting the value of ~r at an appropriate frequency: an LR-

BG is closed and a BS-BG is opened when ~r increases across

~r ¼ 0:325.

The mappings of the first two DBGs [i.e., G
ð1Þ
p and G

ð2Þ
p ]

as functions of the equibiaxial pre-stretch k1 are shown in

Fig. 7. The dimensionless diameter is set as ~r ¼ 0:21. Figure

7(a) is for the NH-MAM, while Fig. 7(b) is for the GT-

MAM. We see that the frequency ranges of the two gaps

move upward and the gap widths become larger when the

pre-stretch increases. Particularly, the pass band between the

two gaps in each MAM remains very narrow as the pre-

stretch increases from k1 ¼ 1:05 to k1 ¼ 2:5, which implies

that a super-wide pseudo-gap formed by the combination of

two extraordinarily adjacent BGs can be actively controlled

by adjusting the single parameter k1. For the NH-MAM, the

two DBGs vary remarkably as k1 increases from k1 ¼ 1:05

to k1 ¼ 1:8, but they become insensitive to the change of the

pre-stretch when 1:8 < k1 < 2:5. Note that the equibiaxial

pre-stretch increases both the structure parameters (including

the diameter of disc A and the size of the unit cell) and the

tensile forces. The influence of the growing structural

FIG. 4. Simulated frequency at point T0 as a function of V. The number of

plane waves used in the simulation is ð2V þ 1Þ2.

FIG. 5. Complex band structure of the equibiaxially pre-stretched NH-

MAM when k1 ¼ 1:5.

FIG. 6. Mappings of the first two DBGs as functions of ~r for ~q ¼ 25 and

k1 ¼ k2 ¼ 1:5. The gray domains denote the frequency ranges of the DBGs

with the mechanism of each bandgap indicated therein.
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parameters on the frequency ranges of the DBGs is presented

in Fig. 8. In the figure, all the other parameters of the MAM,

including the pre-stretch, density per unit area of subdomains

A and B, and filling ratio, are kept constant, but the width of

each unit cell d0 in the reference configuration varies from

d0 ¼ 5 cm to d0 ¼ 20 cm. It can be seen that the frequency

ranges of these two DBGs lower down when the structural

parameter d0 increases. In other words, the MAM is softened

by the increase in the structural parameter. On the other

hand, the MAM is stiffened by enlarging the tensile force,

leading to the increase in the response frequency for a given

wavenumber. Thus, for the NH-MAM, when k1 increases

from k1 ¼ 1:05 to k1 ¼ 1:8, the stiffening effect of the

increasing tensile force plays the major role, and conse-

quently, the frequency ranges of the DBGs in Fig. 7(a) are

elevated remarkably by the pre-stretch. On the other hand, in

the region from k1 ¼ 1:8 to k1 ¼ 2:5, the stiffening effect

caused by the increasing tensile force and the softening

effect caused by the increase in the structural parameter

almost come into a balance. As a result, in this region, the

dynamic characteristics of the MAM almost keep unchanged

when the pre-stretch varies. Based on the phenomenon pre-

sented in Fig. 7(a), the equibiaxially pre-stretched NH-MAM

can be efficiently tuned by the pre-stretch when it is within

the region 1:05 < k1 < 1:8. On the other hand, an equibiax-

ially pre-stretched NH-MAM is almost deformation-

independent once k1 > 1:8, enabling the design of wave

devices with high robustness.50 Such flexible but

deformation-independent wave devices may find wide appli-

cations (e.g., in biotechnology, smart clothing, and soft

robotics) where stable working frequency ranges are required

even when these devices deform significantly. For the GT-

MAM, it is seen from Fig. 7(b) that the frequency ranges of

the two DBGs are also elevated remarkably as k1 increases

from k1 ¼ 1:05 to k1 ¼ 2:135. This means that the stiffening

effect of the increasing tensile force always plays the major

role in the GT-MAM. It is noted that the pre-stretch of the

GT-MAM cannot be larger than km ¼ 2:135 because the

stiffness of the GT material approaches infinite as k1

approaches that limit which is constrained by the parameter

Jm.

As shown in Fig. 7, the frequency range of the pass band

between the two DBGs is also elevated by the pre-stretch,

but the width of the pass band remains narrow, leading to the

maintenance of the pseudo-gap when the equibiaxial pre-

stretch changes. To better illustrate this phenomenon, the

relationship between the relative bandwidth of every band

(stop band or pass band) in the pseudo-gap and the equibiax-

ial pre-stretch k1 is given in Fig. 9(a), and the relationship

between the performance factor of the pseudo-gap and k1 is

shown in Fig. 9(b). The relative bandwidth ~xw is an impor-

tant parameter describing the property of a bandgap, and it is

defined as ~xw ¼ 2ðxu � xdÞ=ðxu þ xdÞ, with xu and xd

being the frequencies of the upper and lower boundaries of

the band, respectively. It is shown in Fig. 9 that the three rel-

ative bandwidths are all not affected by the pre-stretch, and

in particular, the relative width of the pass band in the

pseudo-gap remains very narrow. Moreover, the perfor-

mance factor of the pseudo-gap is independent of the equi-

biaxial pre-stretch. This again illustrates that the pseudo-gap

is maintained when the equibiaxial pre-stretch changes.

What’s more, the selecting frequency of the soft MAM based

pure-frequency selector can be controlled by altering k1. On

the other side, based on the selected frequency of the soft

selector, we are able to immediately calculate the corre-

sponding finite deformation of the MAM, which may pro-

vide a new means to self-detect the finite deformation.

In Fig. 3, we have observed a broadband CBG in the

low-frequency range in the soft MAM. To investigate the

effect of the geometric parameter on the CBG, the mapping

of the lowest CBG as a function of ~r is plotted in Fig. 10(a).

The relative bandwidth ~xw of the CBG as a function of ~r is

shown in Fig. 10(b), from which we observe that the relative

bandwidth of the CBG reaches a maximum of 0:561 at

~r ¼ 0:3. We also see that the CBG is opened at ~r ¼ 0:09 and

is closed at ~r ¼ 0:87. The contour plot of the relative width

of the lowest CBG (between the 1st and the 2nd pass bands)

FIG. 7. Mappings of the pseudo-gap formed by the combination of the two

DBGs as functions of a single parameter k1: (a) NH-MAM and (b) GT-

MAM.

FIG. 8. Mappings of the two DBGs as functions of the structural parameter d0.
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as a function of ~r and ~q is shown in Fig. 10(c), wherein the

white region implies no CBG. We can observe that (1) the

relative width of the CBG increases with ~q; (2) the CBG can

exist even if ~q is not very large; (3) if ~q is too small

(~q < 3:2), then the CBG does not exist; and (4) to achieve a

large relative width of the CBG, the dimensionless diameter

of the particle-bonding domain should be in the range

0:15 < ~r < 0:55. Thus, to achieve a broad CBG, both the

radius of the disc A and the density ratio (or the radius of

metallic particles) should be carefully designed, and the

results in Fig. 10 can serve a visual guidance for such an

optimization design.

FIG. 9. Relationship between the rela-

tive bandwidth ~xw and the equibiaxial

pre-stretch k1. The MAM is made of

NH materials.

FIG. 10. Dependence of the CBG on ~r :

(a) CBG, (b) CBG’s relative width,

and (c) contour plots of CBG’s relative

bandwidth as a function of ~r and ~q.
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Figures 11(a) and 11(b) show the mappings of the CBGs

as functions of the equibiaxial pre-stretch k1 for q̂ ¼ 25 and

~r ¼ 0:3. It can be observed that the frequency range of the

CBG goes up when k1 increases. Similar to the pseudo-gap

in Fig. 7, we find that (1) the CBG is sensitive (insensitive)

to the variation of the pre-stretch in the region 1:05 < k1

< 1:8 (1:8 < k1 < 2:5) and (2) the CBG in the GT-MAM is

very sensitive to the pre-stretch, and its frequency increases

to infinity as k1 approaches the limit (km) due to the stiffen-

ing effect of the GT material. We have also numerically

investigated the relationship between the relative width of

the CBG and the pre-stretch, and the results show that the

relative width of the CBG remains constant as the equibiax-

ial pre-stretch varies. Thus, an equibiaxial pre-stretch only

changes the bandwidth and the frequency range of the CBG

but not its relative width, which, as mentioned earlier, is a

very important parameter characterizing the CBG.

C. Case of unequal biaxial pre-stretches (k1 6¼ k2)

In the above numerical calculations and discussions, we

have set the pre-stretch to be equibiaxial. However, in practi-

cal applications, the pre-stretches along the two axial direc-

tions can be unequal. Thus, it is important to consider the

more general case of k1 6¼ k2. The influence of k1 or k2 on

the wave propagation behavior of the NH-MAM is now con-

sidered. Figures 12(a)–12(c) show the effect of k1 (with

k2 ¼ 1:5), while Figs. 12(d)–12(f) present the effect of k2

(with k1 ¼ 1:5). We observe from Figs. 12(a), 12(b), 12(d),

FIG. 11. Dependence of the CBG on k1 when q̂ ¼ 25 and ~r ¼ 0:3: (a) CBG

for the NH-MAM and (b) CBG for the GT-MAM.

FIG. 12. Influence of the unequal biaxial pre-stretches on the BGs for ~q ¼ 25 and ~r ¼ 0:21: (a)–(c) k2 ¼ 1:5, (d)–(f) k1 ¼ 1:5, (a) and (d) BGs vs. k1 or k2, (b)

and (e) relative bandwidths vs. k1 or k2; and (c) and (f) performance factor of the pseudo-gap vs. k1 or k2.
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and 12(e) that the characteristics of the BGs are sensitive to

the change of k1 or k2 when the pre-stretch is small, but they

are insensitive when the pre-stretch is large. This phenome-

non is similar to that observed in the case of equibiaxial

pre-stretch. Thus, we have the conclusion that when the pre-

stretches are large, the performance of the NH-MAM is

almost deformation-independent, leading to a high robust-

ness. Second, the band structure of the NH-MAM does not

change synchronously anymore, which is different from the

observation in the equibiaxial pre-stretch case. It is seen

from Figs. 12(a) and 12(d) that the frequency ranges of the

two DBGs move up and their widths increase when k1 or k2

increases. However, the width of the pass band between

them is first decreased by the pre-stretch (k1 or k2) to a mini-

mum value and then increased by the pre-stretch. This phe-

nomenon is also illustrated in Figs. 12(b) and 12(e). As is

shown in Figs. 12(b) and 12(e), the relative bandwidths of

the DBGs and pass band between them (the pass band in the

pseudo-gap) are altered if only k1 or k2 is changed, which is

different from the case of the equibiaxial pre-stretch pre-

sented in Fig. (9). Also, as is shown in Figs. 12(c) and 12(f),

the performance factor of the pseudo-gap is changed if only

k1 (or k2) varies. Particularly, the pre-deformation leading to

the maximum performance factor is not equibiaxial.

Actually, both Figs. 12(c) and 12(f) show that the maximum

performance factor arises at a certain state when k1 > k2.

Based on this phenomenon, we are able to tune and optimize

the pseudo-gap at the same time: We can first equibiaxially

pre-stretch the designed MAM to make the pseudo-gap

locate in the working range and then change k2 (or k1) to

further narrow the pass band in the pseudo-gap (so that to

enlarge the performance factor), making the pseudo-gap

behave more like a true gap. Finally, it should be emphasized

here that the variation of k1 or k2 leads to different phenom-

ena as shown in Fig. 12, and this is because the DBGs and

pseudo-gap considered here are in the x-direction.

Then, let us consider the influence of the unequal biaxial

pre-stretch on the CBG in the soft NH-MAM. The relationship

between the relative bandwidth of the CBG and k1 (when

k2 ¼ 2) shown in Fig. 13(a) indicates that the relative band-

width has a maximum at k1 ¼ 2, meaning that the equibiaxial

pre-stretch can achieve the largest relative bandwidth. We

have investigated the influence of the equibiaxial pre-stretch

on the CBG, and we found that when the equibiaxial pre-

stretch is as large as k1 ¼ k2 > 1:8, the frequency range of

the CBG in an NH-MAM is almost independent of the value

of the equibiaxial pre-stretch. Then, will the CBG in the NH-

MAM still be independent of only one of the two principal

pre-stretches in the membrane plane (for example, k1)? To

answer this question, the influence of the pre-stretch k1 on the

rate of change (percent) of the center frequency and the band-

width is shown in Fig. 13(b). We have set k2 ¼ 2, and the rate

of change is defined as jgðk1Þ=gðk1 ¼ 2Þ � 1j with g being

the center frequency or the bandwidth. We observe from the

figure that when k1 varies in the range k1 > 1:74, both the

center frequency and the bandwidth change less than one per-

cent. Thus, when the pre-stretch is large enough, the CBG of

the NH-MAM is almost deformation-independent, even if the

two in-plane principal pre-stretches are not equal.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presented a novel type of soft MAM, which

is realized by periodically bonding a thin metallic disc that

has been divided into fine pieces onto a thin membrane. A

DHM model is introduced to approximately study the soft

MAM, and its validity is verified in the Appendix through

comprehensive numerical comparisons. The PWEM was

employed to analyze the wave propagation characteristics of

the soft MAMs. The band structure was obtained numeri-

cally, and multiple DBGs and a broadband CBG were

observed in the low frequency range. The generation mecha-

nisms of the DBGs were carefully examined, indicating that

BS-BGs and LR-BGs coexist in the proposed soft MAMs.

The influence of the dimensionless diameter ~r of the soft

mass disc A on the dynamic behavior of the MAM was stud-

ied. At a critical diameter, a super-wide pseudo-gap formed

by the combination of two adjacent DBGs emerges. The

influence of the biaxial pre-stretch on the wave propagation

FIG. 13. Influence of the unequal pre-

stretches on the CBG of the NH-MAM

for q̂ ¼ 25, ~r ¼ 0:21 and k2 ¼ 2.
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behavior of the NH-MAM or GT-MAM was also investi-

gated. For the NH-MAM, the BGs depend sensitively on the

equibiaxial pre-stretch if k1 < 1:8, while when k1 > 1:8,

they become almost deformation-independent. We also

found that the BGs in the NH-MAM are almost deformation-

independent even if the two in-plane principle pre-stretches

k1 and k2 are unequal, provided that their values are large

enough. This phenomenon is due to the balance between the

weakening effect caused by the increase in the structural size

and the stiffening effect due to the increase in the tensile

forces. On the other hand, the behavior of the GT-MAMs is

quite different, with the particular aspect that their responses

are sensitive to the pre-stretch in the whole permitted region

of the pre-stretch.

The main difference between the influence of the equi-

biaxial pre-stretch and that of the unequal biaxial pre-stretches

is as follows: The relative bandwidths of the bandgaps and the

pass band are independent of the equibiaxial pre-stretch, but

they can be adjusted by the unequal biaxial pre-stretches. As a

result, on one hand, a pseudo-gap can be actively tuned by the

equibiaxial pre-stretch with a constant performance factor. On

the other hand, the unequal biaxial pre-stretches are helpful to

optimize the pseudo-gap by enlarging the performance factor,

making it behave more like a true gap. Thus, based on the soft

MAM, a pure-frequency selector can be designed, the selected

frequency of which can be tuned by pre-stretch. In addition,

its performance can be readily optimized by adjusting the

bi-directional stretch.

In conclusion, the soft MAMs designed in the present

paper are extremely light, highly flexible, geometrically sim-

ple, and easily reconfigurable. They are also easy to fabri-

cate. Moreover, the DBGs, pseudo-gaps, and CBGs in them

can be actively and significantly controlled by finite defor-

mation. In addition, the NH-MAM subjected to large

pre-stretch may have advantages in applications such as bio-

technology and soft robotics where devices possessing high

robustness are required.

The transmission of acoustic waves across the MAM and

its potential ability to manipulate acoustic waves will be

reported elsewhere. Moreover, how to utilize or avoid the wrin-

kling phenomenon that will likely happen when the membrane

is subjected to a pre-stretch to improve the performance of soft

MAMs will be very interesting and deserves further study.
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APPENDIX: THE VALIDITY OF THE DHM MODEL

The validity of the assumptions leading to the DHM

model is checked here using the finite element method via

COMSOL Multiphysics 5.2. The accuracy of the model may

depend on the following factors: (1) the contacting area of

each bonded particle, (2) the size of each particle, (3) the

array of the particles, (4) the total number of the particles (or

the structural parameter ~r), and (5) the value of the pre-

stretch. In the following, the influences of these factors will

be investigated one by one.

For the sake of easy implementation, we simplify the

simulated structure in Fig. 1 by replacing the fine particle

with a cylinder and a thin neck, as shown in Fig. 14. The

neck (an extremely thin disk) is introduced to model the

small part of the particle in contact with the membrane. Both

the neck and the cylinder are made of tungsten, with the total

mass being the same as the particle. The diameter of the cyl-

inder is taken to be the same as that of the particle (i.e., rP).

The membrane is made of a rubber digital material (A85),

characterized by the hyperelastic NH strain energy function.

The SS model in Fig. 14(a) is thus essentially the same as

that in Fig. 1. The corresponding DHM model is shown in

Fig. 14(b).

The membrane in either model is first equibiaxially

stretched and then fixed on the four edges. The Pre-stressed

Analysis and Eigenfrequency study in COMSOL are utilized

to obtain the eigen-frequencies and the eigen-modes.

Let us first study the influence of the contacting area on

the accuracy of the DHM model. The contacting area varies

with the radius of the neck, rN . The geometrical parameters

of the simulated structure are H ¼ 1mm, d0 ¼ 5cm,

rP ¼ 0:71mm, dD ¼ 0:071mm, hN ¼ rN=3, and NP ¼ 74,

with H, d0, rP, dD, hN , and NP being the thickness of the

membrane, the length of the membrane, the radius of the cyl-

inder, the shortest distance between two neighboring cylin-

ders, the height of the neck, and the total number of

cylinders, respectively. Besides, the height of the cylinder,

hP, depends on rN as

hP ¼ 4rP=3� r2
NhN=r2

P; (A1)

since we have assumed that the total mass of the cylinder

and neck is the same as the spherical particle of radius rP.

As for the DHM model, the geometrical parameters are

r0 ¼ 5:25, H ¼ 1mm, and d0 ¼ 5cm. The densities for differ-

ent domains are q0B ¼ 1200kgm�3 and q0A ¼ 25920kgm�3.

The latter is calculated by

q0A ¼
4NPpr3

PqP=3þ Hpr2
0q0B

Hpr2
0

: (A2)

Thus, we have ~r ¼ 0:21 and ~q ¼ 21:6 in this example. The

equibiaxial pre-stretch is set to be k1 ¼ 1:5. In the DHM

model, the elastic modulus in the entire membrane remains

unchanged according to our assumptions.

In the simulation, the dimensionless contacting area,
~AC ¼ ðrN=rPÞ2, is swept from 0:179 to 0:972. The first two

frequencies are listed and compared in Table II. The error is

defined as jxd � xsj=xs, with xs and xd being the frequen-

cies of the SS model and the DHM model, respectively. It is

noted that the frequencies obtained from the DHM model do

not change with ~AC because the mass ratio has been fixed.

The first two mode shapes are also displayed in Fig. 15.
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From the comparisons in Table II and Fig. 15, we find that

the smaller the contacting area, the more accurate the DHM

model. This is quite understandable since, with the increase

in the contacting area, the stiffness effect of the particle will

become more significant. Thus, the spherical particles

adopted in the designed structure in Fig. 1 are more prefera-

ble for the validity of the DHM model.

Second, let us investigate the effect of the particle size

or the diameter of the cylinder, rP. The geometrical parame-

ters of the SS model are the same as the above case, except

that rN ¼ 0:563rP, while rP is to be swept. The first two fre-

quencies are listed and compared in Table III for different

particle sizes. As we can see, rP plays a relatively weak role

in determining the validity of the DHM model unless it is

large enough (say 0.8 mm) since rN will also become large.

Third, let us examine the effect of the array of the par-

ticles or the distance between two nearest particles. All the

parameters are kept unchanged, except dD. The first two fre-

quencies are given and compared in Table IV for different

values of dD=dD0, with dD0 ¼ 0:071 mm being the distance

adopted in the prior simulations. It is seen that dD almost has

no effect on the accuracy of the DHM model. In this paper,

we only consider linear wave propagation, and as a result,

FIG. 14. (a) The simulated structural

(SS) model and (b) the DHM model.

TABLE II. The first two frequencies (in Hz) of the structure for different

contacting areas.

SS model DHM model Error (%)

~AC 1st mode 2nd mode 1st mode 2nd mode 1st mode 2nd mode

0.179 798.77 1845.5 796.15 1853.4 0.33 0.43

0.243 801.52 1854.8 796.15 1853.4 0.70 0.075

0.317 804.75 1864.6 796.15 1853.4 1.07 0.60

0.402 810.6 1894.3 796.15 1853.4 1.78 2.20

0.496 815.21 1915 796.15 1853.4 2.34 3.22

0.60 817.78 1956.2 796.15 1853.4 2.64 5.26

0.714 821.43 2000.8 796.15 1853.4 3.08 7.37

0.838 824.48 2037.8 796.15 1853.4 3.44 9.05

0.972 826.23 2051.3 796.15 1853.4 3.64 9.65

FIG. 15. The first two mode shapes of

the two models when the membrane in

either model is first equibiaxially pre-

stretched and then fixed on the four

edges.

TABLE III. The first two frequencies (in Hz) of the structure for different

particle sizes.

SS model DHM model Error (%)

rP (mm) 1st mode 2nd mode 1st mode 2nd mode 1st mode 2nd mode

0.3 1049 2395.3 1054.2 2376.5 0.49 0.79

0.4 986.23 2287.24 981.7 2275.5 0.46 0.52

0.5 927.29 2173.9 920.78 2155.3 0.71 0.86

0.6 893.69 2116.1 897.73 2106.2 0.45 0.47

0.71 796.06 1855.4 789.24 1868.5 0.86 0.70

0.8 762.68 1711.1 751.22 1781.6 1.53 3.96
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the amplitude of vibration is assumed to be small. Thus, the

collision between the particles can be neglected. It is noted

that the pre-stretch will make the particles be separated from

each other further.

The structural parameter ~r or the total number of the

particles (NP) may also affect the accuracy of the DHM

model. All parameters are the same as before, except that NP

is swept from NP ¼ 74 to NP ¼ 482. The relationship

between NP and the structural parameter ~r is shown in Fig.

16. The first two frequencies for different total particle num-

bers are shown in Table V. It is observed that the DHM

model is accurate enough when NP varies from NP ¼ 74 to

NP ¼ 482.

Finally, let us consider the effect of equibiaxial pre-

stretch on the accuracy of the DHM model. The parameters

are the same as those used to obtain Table II except that

rN ¼ 0:4mm and k1 is swept from 1:1 to 3. The results for

different pre-stretches are listed in Table VI. In general, the

larger the pre-stretch is the more accurate the DHM model

becomes. This phenomenon is understandable since when k1

is small, the membrane is soft, and thus, the enhancement of

the local stiffness (within the contacting area) due to the

bonded particles is relatively significant.

In summary, through the investigation and comparison

in this appendix, we conclude that the DHM model, which

incorporates the assumptions mentioned in Sec. II, is quite

accurate for our purpose of numerical analysis presented in

the text.

TABLE IV. The first two frequencies (in Hz) of the structure for different

arrays.

SS model DHM model Error (%)

dD=dD0 1st mode 2nd mode 1st mode 2nd mode 1st mode 2nd mode

1 789.24 1868.5 796.15 1853.4 0.87 0.81

2 796.92 1862.7 802.97 1847.8 0.75 0.81

3 804.22 1857 810.26 1846 0.74 0.60

4 811.41 1851.6 816.42 1844 0.61 0.41

5 818.62 1846.5 822.87 1840.3 0.52 0.34

6 825.62 1841.6 831.37 1833.5 0.69 0.44

7 832.5 1836.7 836.45 1826.5 0.47 0.56

8 839.2 1832.2 844.25 1824.4 0.60 0.43

9 846 1828 850.72 1815 0.55 0.72

10 852.79 1824.1 858.21 1815.7 0.63 0.46

FIG. 16. Relationship between the

total number NP and the structural

parameter ~r .

TABLE V. The first two frequencies (in Hz) of the structure for different

total particle numbers.

SS model DHM model Error (%)

NP r0 1st mode 2nd mode 1st mode 2nd mode 1st mode 2nd mode

74 5.25 796.15 1853.4 789.24 1868.5 0.87 0.82

178 8.3 604.73 1280.6 599.18 1260.5 0.92 1.57

242 9.7 553.35 1121.9 546.95 1101.7 1.16 1.80

354 11.6 492.44 952.56 489.82 937.21 0.53 1.61

482 13.5 458.15 843.94 452.52 828.26 1.23 1.86

TABLE VI. The first two frequencies (in Hz) of the structure for different

pre-stretches.

SS model DHM model Error (%)

k1 1st mode 2nd mode 1st mode 2nd mode 1st mode 2nd mode

1.1 556.83 1285.3 550.51 1316 1.13 2.39

1.3 744.01 1710.7 736.97 1746.1 0.95 2.10

1.5 789.24 1868.5 796.15 1853.4 0.88 0.81

1.6 807.84 1889.7 800.71 1895.3 0.88 0.30

1.9 821.12 1939.7 814.36 1927.2 0.82 0.64

2.2 836.53 2023.48 831.86 2033.36 0.56 0.49

2.5 836.12 2031.36 830.05 2038.2 0.73 0.34

2.8 832.61 2033.4 826.81 2042.65 0.70 0.45

3 830.14 2036.24 824.26 2050.47 0.71 0.70
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